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Abstract

This report summarizes the results of a project sponsored by Honeywell Corporation (formerly
AlliedSignal Inc.) Federal Manufacturing & Technologies/Kansas City (FM&T/KC) and conducted
jointly with the University of Missouri, Rolla, titled "Ultrasonic Imaging for Poling Uniformity
Measurements in PZT Ceramic Elements." In this three-month research project, a series of experiments
was performed on soft and hard lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) structures to determine the effectiveness of
ultrasonic measurements as a nondestructive method of evaluating poling quality and uniformity. The
study revealed that acoustic velocity correlates well with the degree of poling of PZT structures, as
predicted by elastic theory. Additionally, time-of-flight (TOF) imaging was shown to be an ideal tool for
viewing the spatial distribution of poled material and of material affected by the electric field beyond the
edge of electroded regions. Finally, the effectiveness of ultrasonic methods for flaw detection and
evaluation of PZT/stainless steel bonds was also demonstrated.

 

Summary

The fundamental objectives for the project were to:

1. correlate ultrasonic measurements with the "degree of poling" of poled lead-zirconate-titanate
(PZT) ceramic, 

2. correlate in-process ultrasonic measurements with the "degree of poling" while the sample is being
poled, 

3. determine the sensitivity of ultrasonic testing in defect detection, 
4. characterize the extent of poling in unelectroded regions, 
5. demonstrate the use of ultrasonic measurements to characterize bond quality, 
6. perform planar measurements of the ultrasonic acoustic moduli. 

An immersion pulse-echo ultrasonic technique was used to perform measurements on the PZT ceramic
samples. A scanning acoustic microscope (SAM) was used for data acquisition, imaging, and analysis.
Longitudinal velocity measurements were made in the dz direction, and c-scan images of peak amplitude

and time of flight (TOF) data were generated.

Longitudinal velocity measurements taken in the direction of poling yielded a higher value compared to
the unpoled condition, corresponding to the expected increase in modulus. TOF data from fully poled
EDO EC-76 (soft) PZT disks showed a 9% increase in the longitudinal velocity over the same material
that has not been poled. These differences correspond to dramatic changes in the gray scale TOF c-scan
images, hence the c-scans are convenient for ensuring complete and uniform poling of elements.

Ultrasonic imaging was used to locate defects in PZT elements and bonded structures. The defects
included voids of varying diameters, cracks, unbonded regions, and variable bond thickness. The
technique of using ultrasonic imaging provided a nondestructive means of evaluating ceramic elements. 
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TOF data was used to characterize the distance beyond an electrode that poling still occurs due to the
shape of the induced electric field. Of particular interest was the poled state of unelectroded PZT in
between electrodes of poled regions. Samples were electroded with a varying separation distance and
then fully poled in a parallel or anti-parallel configuration (poled in the same direction or opposite
directions). The longitudinal velocity difference was the greatest in those samples poled in the
"up-down" poling configuration. Samples poled in the "same" direction exhibited a slight decrease across
the non-poled region.

 

 

Discussion

Scope and Purpose

This project focused on the interaction of acoustic waves with unpoled, poled, and bonded PZT
elements. The intent of this project was to determine the effectiveness of ultrasonic measurements and
imaging as a method of evaluating properties such as the degree of poling, bond quality, and detection of
defects. Methods developed during the course of this project would then be available for implementation
at Honeywell Federal Manufacturing & Technologies (FM&T) to characterize PZT elements during
various manufacturing steps. 

Prior Work

As a material becomes poled, its moduli and Poisson's ratio change. Acoustic velocity measurements can
provide a nondestructive means of determining the degree of poling in piezoelectric materials because of
the relationship between a materials acoustic and elastic properties. An example of this is shown in the
equation for longitudinal velocity:

where CL = longitudinal velocity

E = modulus of elasticity

ρ = material density,

and ν = Poisson’s Ratio. 

Longitudinal measurements taken in the direction of poling yield a higher acoustic velocity compared to
the unpoled condition, corresponding to the expected increased in modulus, as reported by C. K. Jen, et.
al.(l). Measurements taken in orthogonal directions should show a decrease in value. Though not used in
this experiment, shear wave data can also provide similar information related to changes in shear
modulus, as can measurement of the Rayleigh wave velocity as reported by C. K. Jen, et. al. (2,3).

Activity 
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Figure 1 summarizes the tasks associated with this project and specific geometries of the parts measured.

Degree of Poling

In-Situ Poling

Defect Evaluation

Poling of 

Unelectroded Regions

Bonding

 

 

Planar

Figure 1. Ultrasonic Measurements

Degree of Poling Studies

The goal of this task was to correlate the ultrasonic measurements to the "degree of poling." During the
process of poling PZT ceramics, the acoustic properties are affected through the reorientation of
domains. Hard (EDO EC-64) and soft (EDO EC-76) PZT disks were poled to different degrees by
differing the voltage while the poling temperature (125'C) and time of poling (15 minutes) were kept
constant. The conditions and results are shown in Tables 1 and 2. For each composition, the d33 values

obtained for the highest applied voltage represent the maximum d33 reading. These results correlate well

with literature values from EDO.
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Table 1. EDO EC-76 Disks

Disks Description Thickness (in.) d33

I-S-1 Unpoled w/0 electrodes 0.0294-0.0295  

1-S-2 Unpoled & electroded 0.0294-0.0295  

I-S-3 Poled @ 2 V/mil 0.0297-0.0298 175 ± 10

1-S-4 Poled @ 5 V/mil 0.0297-0.0298 350 ± 10

I-S-5 Poled @ 40 V/mil 0.0297-0.0298 580 ± 10

Table 2. EDO EC-64 Disks

Disks Description Thickness (in.) d33

1-H-1 Unpoled w/0 electrodes 0.0305-0.0306  

1-H-2 Unpoled & electroded 0.0305-0.0306  

I -H-3 Poled @ 20 V/mil 0.0305-0.0306 70 ± 10

1-H-4 Poled @ 27 V/mil 0.0305-0.0306 190 ± 10

I -H-5 Poled @ 60 V/mil 0.0305-0.0306 330 ± 10

In addition to the disks, hard and soft PZT "wedges" were machined from large sintered disks. The top
and bottom (non-parallel) faces of each wedge were electroded. The samples were poled in this direction
which by its very geometry resulted in a poling gradient. The geometric and poling data are shown in
Table 3.

Table 3. PZT Wedges (Thickness Measured in Poled Direction)

Disks Description Thickness (in.)* d33

EDO EC-76 Poled @ 2000V 0.185 -0.450 (±0.005) 90** - 550***(±10)

EDO EC-64 Poled @ 6000V 0.124 -0.408 (±0.005) 20** - 270***(±10)

*thickness measurements taken at "thin" and "thick" ends of wedges

** d33 corresponds to values recorded at the "thick" (less poled) ends of wedges

***d33 corresponds to values recorded at the "thin" (more poled) ends of wedges
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The entire set of EC-64 and EC-76 compositions and parts (disks and wedges) was prepared at the
University of Missouri-Rolla (UMR); however, only the EC-76 samples were measured at Honeywell.
C-scan images of peak amplitude and TOF data were generated, and oscilloscope traces (A-scans) were
captured at locations where velocity measurements were taken. An example of the TOF images and
corresponding a-scans on disks is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Time of Flight Images and A-Scans

After an image was acquired, TOF data was taken by recording the average peak-to-peak time delay
between the 1st and 2nd, and 2nd and 3rd multiple back surface reflections at a location on each sample.
Longitudinal velocity measurements in the dz direction were calculated using the TOF data and thickness

of the sample. The results of the EC-76 disks are shown in Table 4. As seen from the data, the presence
of the Cr/Au electrodes had a negligible effect on the values. As the degree of poling increased, the
longitudinal velocity also increased, where the fully poled sample showed a 9.1% increase over the
unpoled specimens.

 

Table 4. TOF Data and Longitudinal Velocity of EDO EC-76 Disks
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Disks Description d33 TOF(ns)* V(M/S)

1-S-1 Unpoled w/0 electrodes - 350-350 4274 ± 1.5%

I-S-2 Unpoled & electroded  350-348 4287 ± 1.5%

I-S-3 Poled @ 20 V/mil 175 ±10 345-345 4381 ± 1.5%

I-S-4 Poled @ 27 V/mil 350 ± 10 338-338 4471 ± 1.5%

I-S-5 Poled @ 60 V/mil 580 ± 10 323-323 4678 ± 1.5%

*The TOF data shown in the various tables may have two readings. The 1st (or only) number refers to 1st

and 2nd back surface reflection, and the 2nd number refers to 2nd and 3rd back surface reflection. The two
numbers are averaged when calculating the acoustic velocity. 

 

Longitudinal velocity data was also taken on the EC-76 wedge sample. The nonparallel portion of the
wedge was cut as shown in Figure 3, to support the ultrasonic velocity measurements which require
parallel front and back surfaces. The sample was scanned in the direction which it was poled. The TOF
image and cross section showing the gradual change in acoustic velocity are shown in Figure 4. The d33
values increased from left to right on both the cross section and the image, showing that the acoustic
velocity increased as the degree of poling increased. The corresponding TOF data is shown in Table 5.

Figure 3. PZT Wedges (Thickness Measured in Poled Direction)
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Figure 4. TOF Data and Longitudinal Velocity of EDO EC-76 Disks

Table 5. TOF Data for EC-76 "Wedge" in Poling Direction

Location Poling Direction
Thickness (in.)

d33 TOF Direction
Thickness (in.)
After Cutting

TOF (ns)* V (m/s)

Thick end 0.450 ±0.005 90 0.0456 550 4211 ± 1.5%

Middle * * 0.0462 535 4386 ± 1.5%

Thin end 0.185 ±0.005 550 0.0450 510 4482 ± 1.5%

*Measurements were not made.

The TOF data was also taken through the front and back faces of the wedge, i.e. orthogonal to the poling
direction. The calculated velocities were all lower than in unpoled EC-76 material and in fact gradually
decreased in the direction of increased poling, which agrees with theory that the moduli correspondingly

decreases in the directions orthogonal to poling (Table 6). 

 

Table 6. TOF Data for EC-76 "Wedge" Orthogonal to Poling Direction
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Location Poling Direction
Thickness (in.)

d33 TOF Direction
Thickness (in.)

TOF (ns)* V (m/s)

Thick end 0.450 ±.005 90 0.118 1440 4162.7 ±
1.5%

Middle * * 0.118 1443 4154.1 ±
1.5%

Thin end 0.185 ±.005 550 0.118 1450 4134.1 ±
1.5%

*Measurements were not made.

In-situ Poling Studies

The goal of this task was to directly correlate the ultrasonic measurements to the "degree of poling" by
performing measurements while the sample was being poled. Two hard and two soft PZT's disks were
"half-moon" electroded on both surfaces. One disk of each of the soft and hard compositions was poled
at room temperature (15 minutes) in order to ascertain the degree of poling to be expected when the
in-situ measurement was performed. The results are shown in Table 7. 

Table 7. Room Temperature In-situ Poling Results

Disks Description Thickness (in.) d33

1-H-1 Unpoled 0.0293-0.0294 -

1-H-2 Poled @ 40 V/Mil 0.0293-0.0294 640 ± 10

I -H- Unpoled 0.0303-0.0303 -

I -H-4 Poled @ 60 V/mil 0.0310-0.0311 <30 ± 10

As expected, the hard composition (EC-64) was much more difficult to pole at room temperature than
the soft composition (EC-76). This is a direct function of the ease of domain wall movement in soft PZT
compositions.

The intent of this task was to pole the samples while the ultrasonic imaging was being performed.
However, due to safety issues concerning the use of the fluorinert compounds in the ultrasonic unit and
immediate testing area, this study was not performed at Honeywell FM&T.

 

Defect Evaluation

The goal of this task was to determine the potential use of the ultrasonic method for locating defects in
the PZT elements prior to being electroded or machined. During the preparation of the hard and soft PZT
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"green state" disks, sieved PVA particles of a particular size were added to each pellet. Three ranges of
sizes were chosen: 400-500 µ m (sample 3-S-1), 100-200 µ m (sample 3-S-2), and 50-100 µ m (sample
3-S-3). Upon sintering and subsequent burnout of the PVA, these ranges produced macroscopic voids in
the sample.

The peak amplitude images are shown in Figure 5. The difficulty of adding evenly distributed particles
could be readily detected when the ultrasonic imaging was performed. It is apparent that too much PVA
particulate was added by the presence of large clusters of voids (red regions) in the images of 3-S-1 and
3-S-2. However, upon close examination, single voids can be seen. Additionally, TOF imaging showed
the depth of the defect within the structure (Figure 6). The A-scan data shows the depth of three voids
with respect to their location as shown in the peak amplitude image.

 

Figure 5. Amplitude Images
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Figure 6. TOF Image, Depth of Defect

 

To determine the limits of sensitivity of ultrasonic imaging, further studies would include the
introduction of spheres ranging from 10 to 50 µm. This range would be representative of the size of
pores in a sintered ceramic.

Poling of Unelectroded Regions

The goal of this task was to characterize how far away from an electrode that poling still occurs. Of
particular interest was the poled state of the "bare" PZT in between the electrodes of poled samples. Hard
and soft PZT disks were electroded with a varying separation distance and then fully poled in a parallel
or anti-parallel configuration (poled in the same direction or opposite directions).

A set of hard and soft PZT disks was fully electroded on one side and "half moon" electroded on the
other side, as shown in Figure 1, with a gap of 0.020 inch. One disk of each composition was poled in
the same direction on both sides of the gap. The poling of each half-moon region for these disks was
done simultaneously. A second disk of each composition had each half moon region poled in opposite
directions. To achieve poling in opposite directions, one half moon 

region was poled while the second region was grounded. The process was repeated with the first poled
region being grounded and the second region poled in the opposite direction. There was no problem in
fully poling either the hard or soft compositions in the same direction. However, the poling of the soft
composition in opposite directions shattered each disk. This was not a problem for the hard composition
poled in opposition directions. It was determined that the volume of soft PZT being poled in each
direction was creating too much stress in the sample. The gap was increased substantially to 0.250 inch;
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and the sample was then poled in opposite directions, which then remained intact during the poling
process. However, upon ultrasonic evaluation, cracks were readily detected within the disk (discussed
later).

TOF scans of four samples are shown in Figure 7, and corresponding data is shown in Tables 8a through
8d. The disks (Tables 8a, 8b, and 8c) were half-moon electroded. Disks 4-S-1, 4-S-3, and 4-S-4 were
poled in the "up and down" configuration (opposite directions). In addition, disk 4-S-4 was electroded in
a wedge-gap configuration. Readings were taken on both sides of the gap and also in the gap.

 

Figure 7. TOF Image, Four Samples

 

 

Table 8a. TOF Data for Disk 4-S-1 (Thickness 0.0287-0.0288 in.) Poled "Up and Down"

Description TOF(ns)* V(m/s) 

Poled (d33 + 610 ± 10) 315-315 4636 ± 1.5%

Unpoled gap (0.25 in.) 345-348 4215 ± 1.5% 

Poled (d33 -620 ± 10) 320-313 4614 ± 1.5%
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Table 8b. TOF Data for Disk 4-S-2 (Thickness 0.0283-0.0284 in.) Poled "Same Direction"

Description TOF(ns)* V(m/s) 

Poled (d33 + 610 ± 10) 302-302 4769 ± 1.5%

Unpoled gap (0.20 in.) 305-305 4722 ± 1.5% 

Poled (d33 -620 ± 10) 302-302 4769 ± 1.5%

Table 8c. TOF Data for Disk 4-S-3 (Thickness 0.0272-0.0273 in.) Poled "Up and Down" 

Description TOF(ns)* V(m/s) 

Poled (d33 + 610 ± 10) 302-302 4584 ± 1.5%

Unpoled gap (0.25 in.) 325-322 4279 ± 1.5%

Poled (d33 -620 ± 10) 305-302 4561 ± 1.5%

Table 8d. TOF Data for Disk 4-S-4 (Thickness 0.0273-0.0274) Poled "Up and 
Down" - "Wedge"-Gap Configuration

Description TOF(ns)* V(m/s) 

Poled (d33 + 670 ± 10) 295-292 4734 ± 1.5%

Widest Section of Gap - Unpoled 325-325 4275 ± 1.5%

Middle Section of Gap - Unpoled 325-325 4275 ± 1.5%

Narrow Section of Gap - Unpoled 333-333 4172 ± 1.5%

Poled (d33 -670 ± 10) 300-297 4654 ± 1.5%

 

The readings showed an increase in the longitudinal velocity of the poled regions over the "non-poled"
regions, which is shown as a decrease in the TOF. Note that the unpoled regions are partially poled due
to the proximity of the poled regions and the leakage of the electric field into the unelectroded regions
during poling. Due to the width of the gap, it was not possible to measure a d33 reading in unpoled areas.

Figure 7 shows a variety of poling configurations. Sample 4-S-1 shows a wide gap (as indicated by the
darker band) with an "up-down" poling configuration. The longitudinal velocity was determined to be
approximately 9% lower within the unpoled region. Sample 4-S-2, which was poled in the same
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direction, exhibited a slight decrease (<l%) across the narrow non-poled region. In the TOF image, the
unelectroded "non-poled" band is not seen.

Sample 4-S-3 was polled in the "up-down" configuration with the same gap distance as 4-S-2. In this
case, the unelectroded region appears as a dark band. Likewise, in sample 4-S-4, the wedge-shaped
unelectroded region is visible in the image. The velocity was approximately 7% lower in the unpoled
region versus the poled regions. As the images show, the unelectroded regions only appear in those
samples that were poled in the "up-down" poling configuration.

Figure 8 shows a plot of the TOF data across sample 4-S-1 (0.025-inch gap). The plot indicates that the
regions adjacent to the electroded and poled regions are affected by the poling procedure. This is shown
as a gradual increase instead of an abrupt change in the TOF response. For this application, the material
showed effects of poling for approximately 0.048 inch beyond the edge of the electrode.

Figure 8. TOF Image, Sample 4-S-1

 

 

Figure 9 shows a TOF plot across sample 4-S-3 (0.020-inch gap). Likewise, a gradual increase in the
TOF is shown; however, the gap width being less than 0.048 inch precludes any material within the gap
from remaining unpoled. As expected, the difference in the gap width between sample 4-S-1 and 4-S-3 is
clearly indicated in the plots. 
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Figure 9. TOF Image, Sample 4-S-3

 

An unexpected feature which appeared in this task was the detection of cracks. Samples 4-S-3 and 4-S-4
were broken during the poling procedure and placed back together prior to being scanned. Sample 4-S-1
stayed intact during the poling and was believed to have been "free" of cracks. However, the scan
indicated a crack in the left poled region of the disk. Likewise, the lower half of sample 4-S-4 was also
intact, but the image clearly showed a crack in the poled region.

 

Bonded Elements

The goal of this task was to demonstrate that ultrasonic measurements could be used to routinely
characterize bond quality. Hard PZT disks were bonded using Araldite adhesive to stainless steel stators.
In the first sample (5-H-1), a 0.003-inch copper shim was placed on the edge prior to bonding with the
intent of creating a variable thickness bond. The second sample (5-H-2) was prepared in such in a way to
create a region of no bonding. Wax was applied to a portion of the stator in order to prevent the epoxy
from forming a continuous bond. The samples were cured overnight.

In interpreting the phase inversion images, one must reference the design of the stator face which
contacts the ceramic. The stator contour (outside to inside) consists of an outer raised ring, a machined
groove, inner raised ring (same height as outer ring), and a central hole. The PZT disks were bonded to
the outer rings. The ultrasonic imaging easily detected the region where the copper shim was in place
(Figure 10 top). In both the peak amplitude and phase inversion images, the copper shim is in the "twelve
o'clock" position. The yellow region (between the "eleven and three o'clock" positions) indicates area of
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a different bond thickness vs. the gray outer ring (presumed to indicate uniform bond thickness). Partial
bonding occurred on the inner ring (between the "three and six o'clock" positions) as indicated by the
gray region. The bottom image in Figure 10 shows the location of a variable bond thickness or a
non-bonded region ("one o'clock" position) where the wax was applied.

Figure 10. Ultrasonic Image

The ultrasonic imaging appears to be an excellent technique for evaluating the bond between the metal
stator and ceramic element. It is recommended that Honeywell evaluate bonded units in order to
determine a "baseline" which establishes the criteria for "good" bonds vs. "questionable" bonds.

Planar Measurements

The goal of this task was to use the ultrasonic testing to determine the planar elastic moduli. Hard and
soft PZT rectangular bars were machined from larger sintered disks. The bars were poled axially and
then measured for their d33 values, which are shown in Table 9. These samples were not tested at

Honeywell. It was determined from the results seen in the "wedge" samples from Task 4.1 that the
relationship of the poling direction to the direction of measurement desired may not provide the
information necessary to determine the elastic moduli.

Table 9. Planar Measurements 
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Disks Description Thickness (in.)* d33

EDO EC-76 Unpoled w/o electrodes 0.382 ±0.001

EDO EC-76 Poled - 30 V/mil 0.369 ±0.001 630 ± 10

EDO EC-76 Poled - 30 V/mil 0.380 ±0.001 630 ± 10

EDO EC-64 Unpoled w/o electrodes 0.368 ±0.001

EDO EC 64 Poled - 60 V/mil 0.381 ±0.001 280 ± 10

EDO EC-64 Poled - 60 V/mil 0.380 ±0.001 280 ± 10

Accomplishments

Conventional immersion pulse-echo ultrasonic measurements and imaging techniques were found to be
effective methods of determining numerous material characteristics of poled PZT structures.
Time-of-flight (TOF) data was used to image and calculate acoustic velocity measurements on EDO
EC-64 PZT material, which showed approximately a 10% increase in longitudinal velocity after poling
and confirmed the expected changes in modulus and in Poisson's ratio. Additionally, spatial distribution
of TOF data was shown to aid in characterization of unpoled regions located between adjacently poled
regions. Finally, c-scan imaging techniques were shown to be effective in the detection of cracks
(initiated during poling), the detection of voids and/or inclusions inherent in the PZT structure after
sintering, and in the evaluation of bond quality of PZT/epoxy/stainless steel bonds for use in
piezoelectric motor applications.
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